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To Sylvia Meagher; 

| - —- Having just talked/argued with you on the phone about the incredible 
_ and unbelievable outright LIES you told me, and the, (until you personally caused the preven- 

tion of it) publishing firm, Prentiss-Hall Press,Simon & shuster, I am compelled to say the 
following to you; Firstly, that, according to information told to me by Garrison and 
the #6 literary agent for Garrison, @MEMMEMBBy, both PERSONALLY, that you are a total 
LIAR in what you told me and the would-be publisher. For an “Sntelligent" woman ,how 
the hell, in good conscience, comply with the publisher's request to write a critical 
"analysis" of Garrison's manuscript, when, in point of fact/s, a)- YOU HATE HIM AND HAVE 
TOLD ME SO ON SEVERAL OCCASSIONS, WHICH I CAN READILY & EASILY PROVE (if shit comes to fart, 
and ,b)- you don't Yd know af _ _. THING ABOUT HIS EVIDENCE????? If you were, 

in fact, so "lily white and clean" as you pretended to be when we spoke today, you would 
have, DECLINED to give an "analysis" about Garrison's manuscript by telling the publishers 
"I am NOT QUALIFIED to assess it since I am UNKNOWLEDGHABLE about Garrison's evidence" and 
just tell them to consult an expert or at least another researcher who was, at 7¢d#, even 

. least, more 
knowledgeable about it than you are/were...which means practically ANY OTHER RESEARCHER! !! 
That would be the way to do things, were it not for your hatred and disbelief of a man who /S 
more aware of the forces behind the JFK assassination than you will EVER be, obviously.That i 
the burning. question which you refused to answer when I ask it of you tonight. But, because 
of the fact that, as promised, I am now dedicated to exposing your ass to the more than 
2,700 of my subscribers to my newsletters across this country!! I am going to publish the 
ENTIRE story about your absolutely DISGRACEFULL, SUCCESSFUL conduct in this most important 
matter, i.e. YOU, PERSONALLY BEING RESPONSIBLE FOR THE PREVENTION OFGARRISON'S HISTORIC 
BOOK FROM BEING PUBLISHED. THAT'S A PROMISE!! I expect that you will be getting a lot of 
letters protesting undescribably DISGRACEFUL conduct on your part by, in point of fact, 
lending a hand to the CIA to completely suppress the TRUTH about their DIRECT INVOLVEMENT | 

in the murder of JFK from being revealed to the citizens of this country and the world!! 
And, besides your telling me tonight that your conscience was clean about what you did, 
you accused me of being obscene in my call to you 2 days before tonight's. It is true that 
I was enraged to the enth degree when Garrison told me about what you did, and cursed you 
out for doing it. That's true. But the REAL obscenity is YOU, SYLVIA, for your incredibke 
and unbelievable conduct and actions in this matter!t! As I told you, tonight, that I had 
learned, months ago, that a potential publisher would consult one of three "critics" to 
appraise Jim's manuscript, and I told you tonight who they were... Anthony Summers, who is 
CIA as sure as I am breathing air, and Peter Dale Scott, who continuously mouths the CIA 
line of disinformation, i.e., that organized crime killed JFK. And the 3rd, of course, 
being youl! Isn't it truly great company you're in, sweet, innocent, conniving, untruthful 
despicable Sylvia, very "good" company indeed, aren't you, you decietful bastard!!! 

But, despite yoursuccessful efforts to, at least for_now, preventing Garrison's 
truthful book from being published, I will conclude by saying that I happen to be a firm 
believer in what Martin luther King, dr., used to oftentimes say, i.e. that "THE TRUTH, 
THOUGH CRUSHED TO EARTH WILL RISE AGAIN" 1! So, because you and your fascistic ilk have 
been tempotarily successful in the crushing of Garrison's TRUTH to earth, the truth will. 
eventually out! | | . | | ~. . 

Contemptuously yours, 

Ted Gandolfo.


